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STAZI T. 
 
Congratulations to Stazi, a remarkable overcomer! Stazi sustained multiple concussions during his athletic 

career as well as brain trauma in a severe car accident. He arrived at THINK! suffering with impaired processing 
speed, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) symptoms, and impaired brain/body integration. After six months of 
'doing the work,' he has achieved awesome gains including improved social connection, increased processing 
speed, restored memory, enhanced/brain body integration, and added auditory and visual processing abilities. He 
is still working to increase his gains, but here at THINK! we want to APPLAUD the work he has already done 
and encourage him to keep up the good work. Bravo, Stazi! 

 
A PARENT'S INSIGHTS 

  
 After Stazi, my 19-year-old son, suffered a traumatic brain injury in May 2019, I began looking into 
alternative therapies that might help him recover. After endless hours, I was optimistically hopeful to have found 
Susan Addams and THINK therapy. The more I read and learned about THINK therapy, the more I was 
encouraged. After meeting and speaking with Susan, it became clear that this amazing and proven alternative to 
standard speech therapy (which Stazi also takes) was exactly what Stazi needed.  
 
 After seeing Susan for just a few short months, I am amazed at how Stazi has blossomed. Not only have I 
experienced a noticeable difference and improvement in his personality, but also in his emotional well-being AND 
his cognitive re-development. In fact, since beginning his therapy sessions, his improvements in these areas are 
both evident and measurable. Although I can only speak about our experience, I must say the speed at which Stazi 
has improved has been amazing, truly unexpected, and highly encouraging. 
 
 Since his recovery began, I have exposed Stazi to numerous therapies and exercises; however, I firmly 
believe Susan and his THINK therapy sessions, in just a few short months, have had the most dramatic impact on 
Stazi. Because of the amazing results Stazi has already experienced, I am more encouraged and excited about 
Stazi’s potential and future than I ever thought possible. I am extremely grateful to have found THINK therapy. 
But just as importantly, to have found a therapist with the dedication, passion, and knowledge that Susan applies 
to Stazi and his on-going recovery process. My gratitude is boundless… from the bottom of my heart, thank you 
Susan!                                 
 
 -Marino T., Satisfied Parent 
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